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Summary
Success in fighter combat of the future will re-
quire increased capabilities from aircraft technology.
These advanced capabilities, in the form of super-
agility and supermaneuverability, will require special
design techniques that translate advanced air combat
maneuvering requirements into design criteria. Con-
trol design metrics can provide some of these tech-
niques for the control designer.
This study presents an overview of control de-
sign metrics and specifically investigates metrics for
advanced fighter agility. The objectives of various
agility metric users, such as airframe designers and
pilots, are differentiated from the objectives of the
control designer. With the use of an advanced fighter
model, metric values are documented for a portion of
the flight envelope through piloted simulation. These
metric values provide a baseline against which future
control system improvements can be compared and
against which a control design methodology can be
developed. For this study, agility is analyzed inde-
pendently of flying qualities to separate pilot-in-the-
loop effects from aircraft and flight control system
effects. Separating these effects should provide de-
signers with a "building block" capability through
which trade-offs between agility and flying qualities
can be more easily made.
Agility is measured for axial, pitch, and roll axes.
Axial metrics highlight acceleration and deceleration
capabilities under different flight loads and include
specific excess power measurements to characterize
energy maneuverability. Pitch metrics apply to both
body-axis and wind-axis pitch rates and accelera-
tions. Included in body-axis pitch metrics are nose
pointing metrics that highlight displacement capabil-
ities between the nose and the velocity vector. Roll
metrics (or torsional metrics) focus on rotational ca-
pability about the wind axis. Only wind-axis (coor-
dinated) rolls are considered since relatively large an-
gles of attack are likely for an agile fighter. At these
angles of attack, uncoordinated rolls may cause loss
of control or unacceptable flight loads.
Introduction
Success in the fighter combat environment of
the future will certainly require increased capabili-
ties from aircraft technology. Future fighters may
have to operate in environments where having en-
hanced maneuverability and controllability, through-
out a greatly expanded flight envelope, is a require-
ment or is at least a significant advantage. This
enhanced capability is referred to as superagility. De-
signing for this capability represents a serious chal-
lenge to the flight controls engineer. Fighter airframe
designs and their control systems are the result of
many opposing trade-offs; for example, high-speed
efficiency requires a very low drag profile and low-
speed maneuverability is enhanced by straight, thick
wings and large control effectors. Agility and low ob-
servability may create other design conflicts. With
the development of agile-fighter technology, future
designers may make much more advantageous trade-
offs. These advanced capabilities will require spe-
cialized design techniques that translate advanced air
combat maneuvering requirements into design crite-
ria. Agility metrics provide a measure of merit that
can be an integral part of these specialized design
techniques. Control design metrics (CDM's) pro-
vide this measure of merit specifically for the flight
controls engineer.
The concept of a design metric is not new; it
is simply a measure of merit (usually quantitative)
for evaluating design trade-offs or system perfor-
mance. Common examples of metrics can be found
in MIL-STD-1797A (ref. 1); these provide guidelines
for achieving good flying qualities. One example
metric is roll-mode time constant, which is recom-
mended to be less than 1 sec for high performance
fighters. This specification provides level 1 flying
qualities. The notable characteristic of these met-
rics is that they translate important operational re-
quirements into engineering quantities that can be
used by a control designer. These engineering quan-
tities provide guidance to the designer as the system
is changed and overall performance is optimized.
From a control design point of view, the fighter
agility area has very few metrics specifically defined
for control designers. This is in contrast to the flying
qualities area, which has the majority of its metrics in
a form directly usable by control designers. Although
many agility metrics exist (see refs. 2 to 9), their pri-
mary purpose is for assessing combat capability and
therefore they do not readily lend themselves to be-
ing used in the control design process. Metrics for
combat capability are often given in terms that re-
flect a contest, such as kill ratio. Clearly, measures
of merit such as kill ratio are not helpful in deter-
mining the size of a feedback gain. As indicated in
reference 3, current studies by combat analysts have
emphasized the benefits of high-transient-response
capability without sufficient consideration for flying
qualities. And, conversely, flying qualities analysts
have always assumed good transient response, as de-
fined in reference 1, provided good combat capability.
The net result is that a very limited set of agility met-
rics can be used directly by control designers. The
contribution of this study is to begin development of
CDM's for agility and to establish a baseline set of
metric values (of a simulation aircraft) as a bench-
markfor futurecomparison.Futurecomparisonsof
metricvaluesproducedby controlsystemvariations
wouldallowdeterminationofthemostsensitivemet-
ricsandhowbestto usethem.
TheseCDM'sprovidethefollowingtwocapabili-
ties: (1)quantitativemeasuresofspecificsystemca-
pabilitiesthat translatedesirableoperationalagility
characteristicsinto usefulengineeringtermsfor con-
trol designand(2)guidesforanoptimizationprocess
that enhancesthe Controlsystemcontributionto a
particularSystemcapability.In theCDM methodol-
ogy, this optimization process occurs in either an ac-
tive or a passive form. A passive metric is computed
or measured after the design is specified or tested.
This is the conventional form of metrics, and peak
rate values are typical examples of this form. Active
forms are continuous functions of system dynamics or
continuous time functions of states and controls and
can be used directly as parameters in an optimiza-
tion process. Active metrics are usually summarized
in this report by presenting peak values and time to
peak values (passive form) even though the utility of
the active metrics is in their complete description of
a specified transient response. It is more convenient
and efficient to summarize the metric values for many
different flight conditions in passive form.
Associated with the CDM's are benchmark ma-
neuvers (BKM's) that specify techniques and flight
conditions for testing (in flight or simulation) of a
particular capability. Each CDM and BKM pair
characterizes a particular desired capability. In some
cases, the BKM may require the subject aircraft to
perform outside its practical flight envelope. This
is done to anticipate future comparisons with more
agile and more maneuverable (high-angle-of-attack
agility) versions of the aircraft under study.
The payoffs for a well-constructed set of CDM's
occur in design, production, and operations. In the
design phase, guidelines are established for incorpo-
rating specific capabilities such as agility. Certain
capabilities can be optimized relative to other re-
quirements; for example, multiply redundant control
effectors can be optimally blended for effective nose
pointing or loaded roll capability. The result is ef-
ficient, integrated designs. In the production phase,
desired capabilities are achieved with the prototype
and this gives lower final product cost. In operational
phases, agile performance with good flying qualities
is obtained. This should ultimately result in higher
kill ratios.
This study is a first step toward developing CDM
methodology. The philosophy for this development
has been to collect a set of potential metrics that can
be evaluated for their utility in the control design
process. Not all the metrics and BKM's considered
will survive as useful CDM's. Follow-on studies will
show the advantages and disadvantages of each as
applied to fighter control design problems. Because
of strong interest in agility by the fighter design
community and a practical need to limit the scope
for the first step, only agility metrics are considered
in this study. However, as designs are synthesized in
follow-on studies, flying qualities requirements will
be incorporated to ensure pilot acceptability. This
study provides values of candidate agility metrics for
a modern fighter. The values are determined for
only a portion of the flight envelope. Later studies
will be required to extend the scope of CDM's to
include advanced aircraft with high-angle-of-attack
capability.
Symbols and Abbreviations
e L lift coefficient
Fpe d pedal force, lbf
g acceleration due to gravity,
32.174 if/see 2
h altitude, ft
K transfer function gain
M Mach number
m functional agility parameter,
rn = K/T
Ny lateral acceleration, positive toward
right wing, g units
Nz normal acceleration, positive down,
g units
Nz,w wind-axis normal acceleration,
positive down, g units
PN loaded roll metric, product of Pw
and Nz,w, deg-g units/sec
Ps specific excess power, ft/sec
p body-axis roll rate, deg/sec
Pw wind-axis roll rate, deg/sec
q body-axis pitch rate, deg/sec
qw wind-axis pitch rate, deg/sec
r body-axis yaw rate, deg/sec
S wing area, ft 2
s Laplace independent variable
T thrust, lb
t time, sec
V total velocity, ft/sec
2
WOl
A
A_
_p
5/
5r
58
5sp
5t
5tpk
0
T
Td
¢
Cw
Subscripts:
c
max
w
x
Y
z
weight, lb
angle of attack, deg
sideslip angle, deg
flight path angle, deg
flight path angular rate, deg/sec
incremental value
differential stabilator deflection, in.
aileron deflection, in.
pilot lateral stick deflection, in.
trailing-edge flap deflection, in.
leading-edge flap deflection, in.
rudder deflection, in.
stabilator deflection, in.
pilot longitudinal stick deflection,
in.
metric of time to achieve, sec
metric of time to peak, sec
pitch angle, deg
transfer function time constant, sec
transfer function time-delay con-
stant, sea
roll angle, deg
body-axis turn rate, deg/sec
wind-axis turn rate, deg/sec
corner
maximum
wind axis
along longitudinal axis
along lateral axis
along vertical axis
Abbreviations:
AB
AFU
accel
decel
accel-decel
afterburner
auto flap-up mode
acceleration maneuver
deceleration maneuver
acceleration and deceleration
maneuver
BKM
CAS
CDM
DMS
EM
FA
FLXTRM
PLA
POR
RSRI
SB
TF
A
benchmark maneuver
control augmentation system
control design metric
Differential Maneuvering Simulator
energy maneuverability
functional agility
computer program for solving
equations of motion
power lever angle
power onset rate, ft/sec 2
rolling-surfaces-to-rudder interconnection
speed brake
transfer function
dot over a symbol indicates derivative with
respect to time. A bar over a symbol indicates time
average of variable.
Control Design Metrics
Definitions
For convenience, control design metrics (CDM's)
are separated into five categories. The categories are
not absolute boundaries. Some metrics may logically
fall into more than one area; however, the discussion
is more tractable with this breakdown. The first cat-
egory of CDM's is agility. Agility metrics character-
ize the capability of the aircraft flight control system
to change aircraft states rapidly and precisely. Since
agility is the focus of this study, it is discussed more
thoroughly in the following paragraphs. The second
category is made up of flying qualities metrics. These
metrics identify requirements for the control system
that reflect the fact that a human must be able to fly
the aircraft and perform a mission effectively. The
third category is control power metrics. These met-
rics represent the limits or desirable levels of capa-
bility for specific control effectors or combinations of
effectors. The fourth category is a large group includ-
ing many conventional control metrics. This group
contains typical control design specifications such as
time to rise, bandwidth, robustness tests, and gain
and phase margins. The fifth category is pilot mod-
els. This category has been studied with respect to
flying qualities with some success. Current efforts at
NASA Langley Research Center are aimed at "coop-
erative control design" (ref. 10), wherein pilot models
are used in the control design process.
Agility is not a new concept in fighter design
(ref. 4). However, a new effort is being made in
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the researchcommunityto improveagilecapabili-
ties of fighters(refs.2 to 9). Althoughsomecon-
troversyexistsoverthe precisedefinitionof agility,
a verybroaddefinitionis usedin this studyto al-
low unrestricteddevelopment.Agility is definedas
a combinationof maneuverabilityandcontrollabil-
ity allowingrapidandprecisechangesof state.Ma-
neuverabilityrefersto an ability to rapidly change
statesandis usuallycharacterizedby ratesandac-
celerations.Thisaspectof agility is usuallydivided
into transientand functionalagility,with transient
agilityapplyingto short-termresponsessuchaspeak
accelerationsandfunctionalagilityapplyingto some-
whatlong-termresponsessuchaspeakangularates(ref. 11). Controllability, for this study, implies the
existence of a control sequence that can regulate air-
craft states. This is a conventional control theory
definition and is intentionally different from a com-
monly used, broader concept that includes the pilot's
ability to fly the aircraft with good Cooper-Harper
ratings. Flying qualities metrics apply for the pilot-
in-the-loop case and should provide limits on the air-
craft agility. This differentiation produces metrics
that allow separate treatment of agility and flying
qualities, and thus control designers have a build-
ing block methodology that facilitates making design
trade-offs.
A logical breakdown of agility is into the axial,
pitch, and roll degrees of freedom. These are the pri-
mary degrees of freedom controlled by the pilot using
throttle, longitudinal stick, and lateral stick, respec-
tively. The pitch axis requires further breakdown to
separate fdjust or pointing the nose relative to the
flight path. For analysis it is convenient to further
subdivide pitch maneuvers for bending of the flight
path into longitudinal and lateral components cor-
responding to the vertical and horizontal planes of
maneuvering. Using metrics for vertical pitch ma-
neuvers highlights longitudinal system dynamics and
using horizontal pitch maneuvers (i.e., turning) in-
cludes lateral-directional system dynamics. Separate
consideration of these dynamics does not limit the
analysis, even though bending of the flight path can
occur in any plane. For convenience, pitch agility is
divided into pitching motions in the vertical plane,
turning motions in the horizontal plane, and point-
ing motion where the nose is displaced relative to
the velocity vector. With this breakdown struc-
ture, five functional areas of agility are defined for
this study: (1) axial, (2) pitch (vertical-plane ma-
neuvers), (3) turning (horizontal-plane maneuvers),
(4) nose pointing, and (5) roll (or torsion). Figure 1
gives a breakdown of the categories of CDM down to
the five functional areas of agility discussed in this
report.
The first area of agility considered in this study
is axial agility. These metrics characterize the air-
craft system ability to accelerate or decelerate un-
der various flight conditions. Energy maneuverabil-
ity relations are often used in connection with these
metrics and have been a principal tool for compar-
ing aircraft for the past 10 to 15 years (ref. 9). The
second area considered is vertical-plane, flight path
bending maneuvers, which are discussed under the
heading Pitch Agility. The airframe and flight con-
trol system capability to pitch both the nose and
the velocity vector up and down under various flight
conditions can have significant impact on shot op-
portunities. The capability to pitch down may also
have significant impact on axial agility, as indicated
by reference 3. Although emphasis is usually placed
on nose pitch capability, in this study both body-
axis and wind-axis maneuvering are considered for
pitch agility. The third area of interest is turning
(horizontal-plane maneuvers). This area is consid-
ered separately because of the fundamental impor-
tance it has to the fighter aircraft mission and be-
cause it is complementary to the vertical-plane pitch
area. Again, special attention is given to differenti-
ate between turning the velocity vector and turning
the nose. Closely related to the pitch agility area is
the fourth area, nose pointing agility. Nose pointing
agility can be measured in terms of the speed and
precision of displacing the nose relative to the veloc-
ity vector (i.e., (_ and _ control). For this study, only
control is considered since the test aircraft was not
designed to perform large sideslip maneuvers. The
fifth area of agility is referred to as torsional, or roll,
agility. This area characterizes the aircraft capability
to rotate the lift vector about the flight path while
under various flight loads. Rotations about the body
longitudinal axis are not really of interest since this
type of maneuvering is very limited and usually unde-
sirable. At high angles of attack, body-axis rotations
can produce large ]? because of kinematic coupling.
Associated with each CDM is a benchmark ma-
neuver (BKM). The BKM's are generic flight tasks,
such as loaded rolls, that characterize a particular
required capability. They are specifically designed
to aid the flight controls engineer in assessing air-
frame and flight control system performance. Con-
sequently, they may only be indirectly useful in as-
sessing overall combat capability. The idea behind a =
BKM is to dissect the complex maneuvers required in
combat into more basic, structured maneuvers that
place specific demands on the aircraft and flight con-
trol system. For example, a split-S is a basic fighter
maneuver composed of a half-roll and a half-loop.
The split-S would not be a good BKM; however, a
half-roll or a half-loop might be a useful BKM. The
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BKM (along with matching CDM) must translate
the particular re(tuired capability of the fighter into
demands on the flight control system and it must be
in terms that the flight controls engineer can use.
The CDM methodology is applied through one
of two approaches that depend on the type of met-
ric being utilized; these approaches are referred to
as active and passive. For those metrics that require
simulation for evaluation and therefore can only be
used after a design has been created and simulated,
the approach is referred to as passive. In this case,
the designer must manually adjust design parameters
after a simulation has shown undesirable metric val-
ues. The passive design approach is the traditional
approach used in most cases today. The active ap-
proach, on the other hand, requires metrics that can
be used directly in the design optimization calcula-
tions. The type of metrics used must be either func-
tions of system dynamics or continuous functions of
time, such as functions of system states and controls.
In the active design process, metrics provide func-
tions for optimization that reflect desired character-
istics to be incorporated into the design. Eigenvalue
specifications, which characterize desired system dy-
namics, are one form of active metrics.
Design Perspective
The CDM's and BKM's are best understood by
considering the design perspective of the flight con-
trols engineer. There exists a hierarchy, shown as a
pyramid in figure 2, that explains how the require-
ments of the fighter mission translate into the spec-
ifications for the control system. At the top of the
pyramid are the mission requirements. This is the
highest level where strategists consider whether an
intercept or ground attack mission is required. To
perform the intercept mission, for example, certain
tasks are required for the fighters. One task that
might be given to an intercept flight of three is to find
the best weapons solution when two enemy fighters
appear 90 ° off the nose, closing fast. At this point,
continuing down the hierarchy, certain specific ma-
neuvers are required to accomplish this task. These
maneuvers are basic fighter maneuvers (ref. 12) such
as high-speed yo-yo's and split-S's. Finally, at the
bottom of the pyramid are the base capabilities from
which all maneuvers are made. Any combat maneu-
ver is created by a fighter pilot commanding vari-
ous combinations of acceleration, pitching, rolling,
or turning. These base capabilities are defined by
state and control transfer functions that control de-
signers can significantly modify. At this base level,
agile performance is determined for any level above.
The challenge for metric designers is to translate
agile performance as defined at task and maneuver
levels of the pyramid into control specifications for
the base capabilities. Control systems are goal-
oriented systems, and these goals need to be defined
in terms that the control designer can implement.
Control design metrics are a device for translating
goals defined at levels high up the pyramid into
control system specifications.
Each level of the pyramid has metrics that are
best suited for defining goals and measuring success
at that particular level. Differentiating metric types
for each level will clarify the purpose and application
of control design metrics. At the top of the hierarchi-
cal pyramid metrics are tied to quantities such as kill
ratio. At the tasks and maneuvers levels, "contest"
or "combat" metrics are best. These metrics charac-
terize the effectiveness of a fighter by quantifying the
advantage one fighter can attain over another. For
example, one contest metric that has been recom-
mended is pointing margin (ref. 6). This is the an-
gular advantage of one fighter over another after one
achieves a weapon solution. At the base capabilities
level, where the control designer works, overall sys-
tem goals such as increased pointing margin must be
translated into control design metrics. In light of the
objectives in combat and the constraints of the dy-
namic system, greater pointing margin may translate
into specific bandwidth requirements for wind-axis
pitch rate and angle-of-attack control (i.e., pointing
on demand by the pilot). Clearly, each level of the
pyramid has metrics that are best suited to that level.
Pointing margin is effective at the tasks level; how-
ever, it cannot be used directly at the base capabili-
ties level. Contest metrics are optimal for comparing
combat capability of fighters, and control design met-
rics are best for designing control systems.
Description of Simulation Aircraft
Aircraft
The simulation aircraft is a high-performance,
single-place fighter-attack airplane powered by two
turbofan engines. Each engine provides 10 700 lb of
thrust at sea level with military power and 16 000 lb
of thrust with maximum afterburner. Gross takeoff
weight is 45 000 lb; the weight used during simulation
was 32 366 lb, which produced a maximum thrust-
to-weight ratio close to 1.0 at sea level and 0.5 at
15000 ft. The aircraft features a variable camber
wing through scheduled leading- and trailing-edge
flaps. Leading-edge extensions are mounted on each
side of the fuselage from the wing roots to just
forward of the canopy. The twin vertical stabilizers
are angled outboard 20° from the vertical. Ailerons,
rudders, differential stabilators, and leading- and
trailing-edge flaps are hydraulically actuated. A
5
speed brake is mounted on the top side of the aft
fuselage between the vertical stabilizers. Aircraft
dimensions for length, span, and height are 56 ft,
37.5 ft, and 15.25 ft, respectively. Wing area is
400 ft 2.
The aircraft simulation is a real-time simulation
in the Langley Differential Maneuvering Simulator.
The simulation is based on the data in references 13
and 14.
Control Augmentation System
This section presents a summary of the fly-by-
wire control augmentation system (CAS) used for the
various maneuvers described herein. (See refs. 15
and 16 for more detail.) The CAS is composed of
three controllers: (1) longitudinal, (2) lateral, and
(3) directional. There is very little coupling between
the longitudinal (pitch) controller and the other two
controllers. However, the lateral and directional con-
trollers are coupled through various interconnections
and are described together. The flight phase of inter-
est for the research described herein is up and away
flights using the auto flap-up (AFU) mode. Figures 3
and 4 show abbreviated block diagrams for the lon-
gitudinal and lateral-directional controllers.
Longitudinal controller. The longitudinal con-
troller uses a symmetric deflection of the stabilators
plus the leading- and trailing-edge flaps. Feedback
measurements are pitch rate q, normal acceleration
Nz, and angle of attack a. The controller is mainly
comprised of nonlinear functions such as dead bands
and gain schedules. The main signal flow is an er-
ror created between the pilot longitudinal stick com-
mand (where stick command has been g limited)
and a blend of the feedback signals. This error is
first processed along proportional plus integral paths
and then passed through a notch filter tuned to a
structural bending frequency. The forward-loop in-
tegrator gain is air data scheduled and activated for
< 33 °. This provides increased stick force cues for
mid- to low-speed flight conditions. The pitch rate
feedback is dynamically Shaped by a lead-lag filter
that may vary with dynamic pressure during super-
sonic flight. Angle-of-attack feedback is only applica-
ble above _ = 22 ° in order to help provide a propor-
tional nose-down command; this command provides
an increase in stick force cues for high-angle-of-attack
maneuvering. Both angle of attack and Mach number
are used to schedule leading- and trailing-edge flap
deflections. A speed-brake-to-stabilator interconnec-
tion is used to alleviate g transients for speed-brake
extension or retraction. Speed-brake extension is in-
hibited at high load factors (>5g) or at high angles
of attack (>28°). The brake is simulated with an
actuation rate of 1 deg/sec both in extension and in
retraction. An inertial coupling term, proportional
to the product of roll rate and yaw rate, is fed back
to the stabilator to offset pitching moments gener-
ated at high roll rates. This coupling term is the
only input from the lateral-directional controller.
Lateral-directional controller. The lateral
controller uses differential deflection of the ailerons,
stabilators, leading-edge flaps, and trailing-edge flaps,
whereas the directional controller uses synchronous
(antisymmetric) rudder deflections. Interconnections
from the rolling surfaces (ailerons and differential sta-
bilators) to the rudder (RSRI) and from the rudder
pedal command to the rolling surfaces result in a
coordinated lateral-directional controller. Feedback
measurements to the lateral-directional controller are
roll rate p, yaw rate r, and lateral acceleration Ny.
The lateral-directional controller is mainly composed
of limiters, gain schedules, and various structural fil-
ters. Maximum roll rate is limited to 220 deg/sec
when normal loads are less than 5g and 150 deg/sec
for normal loads greater than 5g.
Other features of the lateral controller include
notch filters tuned to aeroelastic bending frequencies
to prevent structural mode coupling. These are lo-
cated in the roll rate feedback path and in the lateral
stick signal path. A rudder-pedal-to-roll intercon-
nection is used to drive the ailerons and differential
stabilators. This reduces sideslip and angle-of-attack
changes due to rudder deflections at high c_. Rate
limiters are located in the differential stabilator path
to reduce coupling between the roll and pitch axes at
high dynamic pressures. Differential stabilator com-
mand is also limited by stabilator pitch command
(pitch priority) and by an angle-of-attack schedule.
Differential leading- and trailing-edge flaps are driven
by an error signal created by the difference between
the lateral stick command and p. Differential leading-
edge flaps are only used in the low- to mid-altitude
transonic region.
Feedback signals for the directional controller are
a blend of lateral acceleration, stability-axis yaw rate,
and an inertial coupling term that is the product
of p and q. Stability-axis yaw rate is created by
summing p sinc_ and r cos_. A washout filter is
used to eliminate steady-state yaw rate signals to
the rudder. A third-order low-pass filter, created
to prevent structural feedback coupling, is used to
process the blend of feedback signals. Finally, the
filtered sum of feedback signals is summed with the
rudder pedal command and the RSRI signal, after
being passed through a lead-lag function. This error
signal drives the rudders.
Description of Simulation Equipment
TheLangleyDifferentialManeuveringSimulator
(DMS),shownin figure5,providesthecapabilityof
simulatingtwopilotedaircraftwitharealisticcockpit
environmentanda wide-anglexternalvisualscene
for eachof the pilots. Thesystemconsistsof two
identical,fixed-basecockpitsandprojectionsystems,
eachbasedin a40-ft-diameterprojectionsphere.At
the time of this study,eachprojectionsystemcon-
sistedof a sky-Earthprojectorto providea horizon
referenceanda systemfor target imagegeneration
andprojection.The internalsky-Earthscenepro-
videdreferencein all threerotationaldegreesoffree-
domin a mannerthat allowedunrestrictedaircraft
motions. The sky-Earthsceneprovidedno trans-
lationalmotioncues. This part of the projection
systemhassincebeenupgraded.The internalvi-
sualscenealsoprovidescontinuousrotationaland
bounded(300to 45000ft) translationalreferenceto
asecondvehicle(i.e.,thetarget)in 6degreesoffree-
dom.Thetargetimagepresentedto eachpilot repre-
sentstheaircraftbeingflownbytheotherpilot if the
dualsimulatormodeis used.Thisstudyusedonly
onespherewithout a targetaircraft. The cockpit
containsthreecolorCRTdisplaysontheinstrument
panel,eachwith a 6.5-in.-squareviewingareaand
a wide-anglehead-updisplay.Kinestheticcuesfor
this study,in the formof a g-seat system and pro-
grammable control forces, are provided to the pilots
consistent with the motions of their aircraft. Pilot
controls include a center stick controller with longi-
tudinal and lateral trim button, rudder pedals, and
dual throttles with speed-brake switch. The controls
were programmed and configured to be consistent
with those of an advanced fighter.
Results and Discussion of Control Design
Metrics for Agility
This section presents a group of agility metrics
that are candidates for testing in a CDM methodol-
ogy. These metrics provide both a design tool and
a measure of base capabilities of the test aircraft.
This measure of base capabilites provides a datum
against which any improvements in agile response
can be observed or metric sensitivity can be tested.
The format for presenting metrics is to first describe
the flight condition and BKM along with the basic
metric. Response time histories, transfer function
(TF) metrics, and applicable functional agility (FA)
metrics are provided when appropriate. The metric
peak value and the time to peak value, denoted by
_tpk , are also presented for various flight conditions
over which Mach number or normal load factor have
been varied. For efficient presentation of the metrics,
peak values and time to peak values (passive metric
forms) are usually presented rather than time histo-
ries of the metric.
The results reported herein were obtained pri-
marily through real-time, piloted simulation in the
DMS. Some results were computed with an optimiza-
tion program called FLXTRM. This code essentially
solves equations of motion with the same aerody-
namic model as was used in the DMS. The FLXTRM
program solves the equations of motion for aircraft
states at a specified flight condition and control set-
ting, but does not provide simulation capability. The
FLXTRM program was produced by extending the
capability of the code in reference 17. Body-axis or
wind-axis equations of motion used in this study can
be obtained or derived from reference 18.
Classic Measures
Classic measures of maneuverability, used since
World War I, provide valuable insight into aircraft
capabilities. Table I lists some of these values for
the test aircraft primarily at h = 15000 ft and fuel
weight of 60 percent. These measures only character-
ize point performance, but a few have been tied to
modern concepts of agility. Wing loading, thrust-
to-weight ratio, and instantaneous turn rate have
been found to have some importance in agility cal-
culations. Wing loading W/S has traditionally only
been considered as a turning capability measure. In
general, as wing loading is decreased, turn radius is
decreased. In more recent studies, wing loading has
been studied parametrically with combat agility mea-
sures such as pointing margin and combat cycle time
(ref. 6). Thrust-to-weight ratio T/W is shown for the
aircraft at both sea level and h = 15 000 ft. This is a
basic performance measure of acceleration, but it has
a significant impact on overall fighter agility too. In
reference 19, for example, T/W is tied to maneuver
capability and combat success. Maximum horizontal
turn rates are sustainable turn rate, which reflects
the capability to maintain turn rate and energy, and
instantaneous turn rate, which reflects the capability
for rapid nose movement. Maximum instantaneous
turn rate is especially important as the duration of
air combat engagements is reduced. In this situation
the need to maneuver for very short periods of time
becomes important (ref. 9); consequently, measures
of rapid nose movement can be significant.
Axial Agility
Axial agility metrics, for this study, are specific
excess power and specific excess power rate as well
as acceleration and deceleration measures. All are
tested at various points in the flight envelope. These
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candidatemetricsserveasagilitymeasuresanden-
ergymonitorsindicatingpowerutilizationforvarious
candidatecontroldesignsappliedto specificBKM's.
Axial agilitymetricsareimportantfor assessingtac-
tical situations,suchas acceleratingafter a low-
speed,high-c_conditionor for assessingnewtacti-
cal aircraft, suchasthrust-vectoredaircraft,which
useenginethrustfor controlmomentsaswellasax-
ial force.Comparingthrust-vectoredcontrolschemes
with conventionalerodynamicsapproachesmayin-
dicatethesameorgreaterlevelsof pitchor pointing
agility but substantiallydifferentenginepowerre-
quirements;axialagilitymetricsshouldhighlightthe
difference.
Theexperimentsor BKM's discussedin thissec-
tionareaccelerations(accels),decelerations(decels),
andacontinuousacceleration-decelerationmaneuver
(accel-decel).TheseBKM'swereperformedforsym-
metricflightandforturningflight to obtainvarious
normalloadsduringthe maneuvers.EachBKM is
describedbelow.Dataweredeterminedin theDMS
with a pilot in the loopexceptwhereindicated.
Accels. Acceleration iY(t) is the first metric con-
sidered for axial agility. Accel experiments were per-
formed to determine peak acceleration level and time
to peak acceleration for Mach numbers up to 1.2
and flight loads between 0 and 8g. A constant-load,
level-turn accel was the BKM used to generate data
for flight loads greater than lg, Data for lg ac-
cels were obtained by pilots maintaining straight and
level flight during the acceleration. The 0g accels
(push-overs) were studied with FLXTRM. Constant-
load symmetric pull-ups were also analyzed with
FLXTRM; however, the maximum accelerations were
virtually identical to that obtained with turning ac-
cels, so symmetrical pull-up maneuvers were not
studied as an axial BKM. The procedure for each
BKM was to obtain a steady flight condition, apply
full throttle, and then allow the aircraft to acceler-
ate while a constant flight load was maintained. For
lg straight and level flight and for turning flight, the
pilot also held altitude constant. For pull-ups and
push-overs the FLXTRM program was used, since
it provided an easy method to obtain maximum ac-
celeration data rather than the pilots trying to fly
a steady pull-up or push-over, capture a target alti-
tude, and perform an accel maneuver. The FLXTRM
program solved the equations of motion for a steady
pull-up or push-over with full throttle at the instant
the velocity vector was on the horizon.
Peak acceleration envelopes for several flight
loads at h = 15 000 ft are shown in figure 6. The solid
curves were computed with the FLXTRM program
and the symbols represent corresponding DMS data,
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which confirm the FLXTRM calculations. For flight
loads above 6g positive accelerations are not possi-
ble. Also, the same level of acceleration is achieved
for both 0g and lg flight over a large range of Mach
numbers. At very low speeds or high angles of at-
tack, drag is significant, so the accelerations for each
flight load are quite different. The DMS data were
primarily collected at flight conditions where positive
accelerations occur.
Time to peak acceleration (starting from trim)
_tpk for various flight loads is plotted against Mach
number in figure 7. For speeds above corner veloc-
ity, shorter times to reach peak acceleration occur
for higher flight loads or higher Mach numbers since
much less excess power is available at these con-
ditions (i.e., power settings are approaching maxi-
mum). For example, only between Mach 0.80 to 0.85
is positive acceleration observed for the 6g case. (See
fig. 6.) Closely related to _tpk is _t, time to achieve
a certain velocity or change in velocity. This met-
ric does not characterize transient agility, but it does
show important maneuvering capability or functional
agility. It is presented in the appendix as supplemen-
tary information.
Another candidate active metric can be defined
with specific excess power Ps, which is closely related
to acceleration. Specific excess power is defined as
Ps = h" + (V/g)V (1)
where h is altitude, V is total velocity, and g is
the acceleration due to gravity constant. With the
accels BKM and with the same passive metrics used
to describe acceleration (i.e., peak value and _tpk),
Ps can be quantified as shown in figures 8 and 9.
Figure 8 shows peak Ps as a function of Mach number
for various flight loads. Simulation data are indicated
by discrete data point symbols. Figure 9 shows
the times to peak Ps as a function of initial Mach
number for several flight loads. These values indicate
times to go from a trim initial condition to maximum
Ps. Decel data corresponding to the accel data
discussed above are presented in the appendix as
supplementary information.
Accel-decel. The next BKM used for axial
agility involved cycling between peak acceleration
and peak deceleration under various normal flight
loads. The maneuver consisted of pilots applying
maximum throttle while maintaining a level turn-
ing load (or symmetrical lg load) and accelerat-
ing sufficiently long to allow the maximum accelera-
tion envelope to be reached. Then the throttle was
cut to idle until the peak deceleration envelope was
achieved. The maneuver was continued over the op-
eratingMachnumberange,andduringthemaneu-
verloadandaltitudeweremaintained.
Figure10showsthe peakaccelerationandpeak
decelerationboundaries,with and without speed
brake,for a rangeof normalflight loads. These
boundariesareplotted as a functionof the Mach
numberat whichthe maximumwasachieved.The
solidlinesshowpeakaccel,dottedlinesshowpeak
decel,anddashedlinesindicatepeakdecelwithspeed
brake.Dashedlinesareshownonly for flight loads
of lg, 2g,and 4gsincespeedbrakeuseis limited
to flight conditionswith normalloadslessthan5g.
Thetimeto gofromminimumto peakaccelandthe
timeto gofrompeakaccelto peakdecelareshownin
figure11.Thesetimesareplottedasafunctionofini-
tial Machnumber.Initial Machnumberis theMach
numberat whichthe throttle waschanged.This
graphshowsa dottedlinethroughthe datafor lg.
Scatterin theexperimentaldatais lessthan -t-1 sec.
Within the accuracy of these data it appears that
the flight load and the speed brake do not affect the
times, although there is a measurable difference be-
tween accel and decel times. This seems reasonable
since the times primarily reflect engine spool-up time.
To complete the data set, figures 12 and 13 provide
the corresponding Ps data. These data for figure 12
were computed with FLXTRM. Figure 13 gives the
time to peak Ps for all cases considered. The plot
for the time to peak Ps for accel-decel has the same
character as that for the acceleration time measure-
ments. As shown in figure 13, to within experimental
measurements, only times for accel and decel appear
to be appreciably different, while they are relatively
independent of flight load and speed brake. Thus,
engine response time is primarily reflected by this
metric, although it is not a direct measurement of
engine spool-up time.
The accel-decel BKM defines the acceleration and
Ps limits as well as the time between limits for the
test aircraft. These limits are the same envelopes
of performance obtained through the separate accel
and decel BKM's. Although the same acceleration
and Ps envelopes are obtained more efficiently with
the accel-decel BKM, the separate accel and decel
BKM's may be more readily accomplished in a batch
analysis.
The accel-decel data are also useful for defining
the power onset rate (POR), a metric introduced in
reference 9. This passive metric and its BKM may
be useful as both a CDM and a measure of combat
capability. The POR is the difference between the
maximum Ps and the minimum Ps at a given Mach
number and altitude divided by the time it takes to
go between the two Ps values. This time is fairly
independent of flight load, so time between maxima
associated with the lg case can be used for any flight
load of interest. For this study, however, the actual
measured values of time between maxima are used.
Also, the actual values of Ps found at the start and
the end of the cycle of acceleration or deceleration
are used.
Figure 14 shows values of POR for lg level flight
and for 2g and 4g turning flight. Data are given
for both accel and decel with the speed brake. The
results for 6g and 7.5g decel with speed brake are
not presented since speed brake is not available at
these flight loads. Figure 14 shows that POR, for
either accel or decel, is independent of flight load and
dependent on speed brake and Mach number. More
comparisons of POR are given in the appendix.
The POR has been shown to be useful for assess-
ing aircraft agility (ref. 9), but it must be evaluated
after the aircraft system is specified and a simulation
is performed. It falls into the category of passive
metrics. Of interest in this study are active metrics
that may have utility within the control design pro-
cess. In order to have an active POR metric, which
would be a continuous function of aircraft states, it
may be useful to consider the time derivative of Ps.
This function is closely related to POR since POR is
simply an approximation of the derivative of Ps. It
is clear from the definition of POR that it represents
the average value over time of the derivative of Ps,
as in
Aps ft2 Ps -"-
POR- At _jt --_t=P, (2)i t2 - tl
The term/bs may have some utility as an optimiza-
tion parameter for control design when axial agility
is important.
The relationship between POR and /_s can be
shown graphically. Figure 15 shows/bs as a function
of time during the accel-decel BKM. Positive peaks
occur when a step to maximum throttle is applied,
and negative peaks occur when a step to minimum
(idle) throttle is made. Figure 16 shows these values
of -Ps replotted as a function of the corresponding
Mach number at which they occur. Superimposed
on this graph are the values of POR. A clear picture
is thus shown of the averaging relationship POR has
with/bs.
Pitch Agility
Candidate pitch agility CDM's characterize body-
axis and wind-axis pitch displacements, rates, and ac-
celerations in both positive and negative directions.
Excess power and power rate measurements are also
used to characterize energy maneuverability (EM) as-
sociated with the BKM's. Wind-axis metrics, which
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havenotbeencommonlyused,areevaluatedin this
studybecausedirectingtheflightpathof theaircraft
to achieveanorientationin spacecanbeequallyim-
portantto andpart ofpointingthenoseat a target.
Sincesomemaneuveringmayinvolvea largerelative
displacementbetweenwindandbodyaxesoftheair-
craft (e.g.,a and/3 generation), characterizing and
controlling the relative displacement so that it occurs
when desired are important for agile performance.
Pitch agility can be conveniently divided accord-
ing to the motions involved. For this study, pitch
agility is separated into pitching, turning, and point-
ing motions. Since it is advantageous for a control
designer to consider longitudinal and lateral dynam-
ics separately when possible, the BKM's are divided
into vertical and horizontal motions. The vertical
pitching motion from straight flight is used for as-
sessing longitudinal pitch agility dynamics. Level,
horizontal turning that involves lateral-directional
dynamics, but still has a large pitching motion com-
ponent, is also treated separately under pitch agility.
Pointing motion is the last division considered under
pitch agility; these metrics provide more functional
agility rather than transient agility information. Un-
like pitching and turning motion metrics, for which
rotational rates and accelerations of each axis system
are primary concerns, pointing motion metrics char-
acterize rotational displacements of the nose and ve-
locity vector as the primary commanded motion. In-
cluded in pointing is relative motion of the nose and
velocity vector in the form of a displacements and
rates.
Pitching motion. The test procedure for pitch-
ing motion metrics involved simple BKM's. Starting
from a series of trim conditions at h = 15 000 ft and
extending from high speed (Mach 1.2) to very low
speed (Mach 0.2), maximum stick deflections were
applied after maximum throttle. The metric val-
ues are plotted against the initial trim Mach num-
bers, which cover the practical operating range (at
h = 15 000 ft) for the aircraft and extend up to an
angle of attack of approximately 35 ° . Although the
test aircraft is capable of achieving higher angles of
attack, the higher range was not considered since
there is a substantial loss of control power for ma-
neuvering at this condition. Also, pitch motion with
the aircraft initially under load (Nz > 1) was not
considered, although the metrics in this study could
be used to assess that capability. In a general evalu-
ation of the agility envelope these accelerated initial
conditions should be considered.
Pitch accelerations q and qw and pitch rates q
and qw are the primary metrics of interest for pitch-
ing motion. Figure 17(a) shows typical responses for
these parameters for the pitching motion BKM per-
formed at Mach 0.6. One method used to character-
ize the agility of these responses is to develop transfer
function (TF) approximations. Ziegler and Nichols
(ref. 20) recognized that step responses of most sys-
tems have an S-shaped curve, as shown for q in fig-
ure 17(b). This response is characteristic of higher
order systems but can be reasonably approximated
by
q(s) g exp(--rdS )
5_p(s) rs + 1
where K, rd, and T are defined for pitch rate re-
sponse in figure 17(b). This graphic approach offers
a simple and repeatable method to quickly character-
ize a time-domain response. Of course higher order
approximations, which more accurately model the re-
sponse, can be obtained. Also, system identification
techniques can be used to obtain a model with sub-
stantial fidelity, but these approaches require much
more computational effort. The basic information
necessary to characterize and compare aircraft tran-
sient agility (to the first order) should be amply con-
tained in this approximation. This also provides one
path between the time domain and frequency domain
in the CDM methodology.
Additional metrics, which characterize the func-
tional agility of the response, can also be obtained
from figure 17(b). These metrics are peak, time to
peak 6tpk , and slope of the response m -- K/r, and
they represent either long-term or average response
metrics. The peak response occurs relatively quickly
in this example (fig. 17(b)), but it can occur after
the flight condition has substantially changed from
the initial condition. The TF and FA metrics are
summarized in table II for the pitch rates and ac-
celerations shown in figure 17(a). The TF and FA
metrics offer another means to describe agility.
For presentation of results over a range of Mach
numbers, the passive form of the metrics, which gives
a key instantaneous value, is more practical. Fig-
ures 18 and 19 show peak and time to peak body-
axis and wind-axis pitch accelerations for maximum
aft stick of 5 in. (nose up) and maximum forward
stick of 2.5 in. (nose down). Time to peak accelera-
tion gives a measure of the onset of acceleration (jerk)
that is similar to the agility metrics recommended by
Herbst (ref. 19). Maneuvers were performed only at
the initial trim Mach numbers indicated, although
dotted lines connect the data points in the figures
to indicate trend. An important concern when per-
forming a step input maneuver is to ensure the stick
is moved rapidly. The full deflection should occur
within 0.5 sec. Any slower movement of the stick
can substantially reduce the pitch acceleration.
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A fairly largedifferencein pitchaccelerationca-
pabilityexistsfor thetwoaxissystems.Within the
conventionalf ightenvelope,better flight pathcon-
trol is achievedif the flight controlsystemprevents
theangleof attackfromgoingbeyondmaximumlift
during"flightpathpriority" maneuvering.It maybe
worthwhilefor the flight controlsystemof anagile
aircraftto providemoreflightpathcontrolandgive
thepilottheability to choosebetweenflightpathand
nosepointing.Pitchaccelerationsprovideapossible
metric(activeor passive)forevaluatingpitchcontrol
poweror designingfor systemswith multiplyredun-
dantpitchcontrollers.
Thecorrespondingpeakandtimeto peakbody-
axisandwind-axispitch ratesaregivenin figures20
and21. At highspeeds,body-andwind-axispitch
ratescometogether,anindicationthenoseandflight
path movetogether. At low speedsand nearthe
cornervelocity,& growsand causesa substantial
differencebetweennoseandflightpath ratesin the
nose-updirection. The 5tpk is fairly large for high
speeds, so the initial flight condition has changed
significantly by the time peak rate occurs. Near the
corner velocity and below, 5tpk is small so peak rates
are achieved quickly, although (_tpk for qw down grows
at low speeds. A large (_tpk for qw down combined
with a greatly reduced qw (both nose up and down) at
low speeds indicates there is virtually no flight path
control for conventional low-speed flight. Pitch-down
rates are relatively small compared with pitch-up
rates and reflect normal design practices. This may
not be desirable for a more agile aircraft since pitch-
down rates may be critical for pointing the nose or
achieving rapid acceleration to regain energy (ref. 3).
Pitch motion maneuvers produce a peak pitch
rate that may occur several seconds after the input.
In some cases, a response without a peak or with a
very flat peak may be produced, the result being a
time to peak occurring very late in the maneuver and,
therefore, at very different flight conditions than the
initial condition. Since the aircraft can change its
flight conditions fairly rapidly, it can be misleading
if rates late in the maneuver are assumed to have
occurred at the initial trim conditions. However, be-
cause the responses are very repeatable, it is assumed
the peak values chosen reflect an agility characteris-
tic that can be associated with the initial conditions
of the BKM. Figure 21 shows large values of 5tpk for
some of the peak rates.
Since long time periods to peak values may reduce
the utility of the 6tpk and peak rate metrics, an
earlier measurement may have more utility. One
candidate metric to eliminate this problem is to mark
time at 50 percent of peak. These metrics have
the advantage of giving a measurement early in the
response and, consequently, characterize more of the
initial transient rather than the long-term response.
Values for these metrics are given in figures 22 and 23.
The results are similar to those found for the long-
term response. Using these metrics in conjunction
with the peak metrics in figures 20 and 21 should
give an adequate picture of the response for both
short and long terms.
Another candidate metric for pitching motion is
wind-axis normal load factor Nz,w, which approxi-
mately reflects flight path bending capability. Also,
the maximum rate at which the load is increased or
decreased gives transient agility information. Un-
loading is important for agility since it has a major
impact on drag and thus acceleration capability. The
BKM used for loading is similar to that described
above for pitching motion. The BKM used for un-
loading is to pull to roughly level flight and maximum
flight load from a dive, obtain a target Mach number
and altitude, and then rapidly unload to less than
lg. Figure 24 shows the maximum flight load and
the time to pull to or unload from this load. This
figure indicates that at about the corner velocity the
load or unload time is roughly 1.5 sec. Below that
speed a steadily growing time to unload is indicated
as speed is reduced.
Pitching motion EM. The total energy of a
fighter, both kinetic and potential, is always of con-
cern to the pilot in combat. Lack of energy can be
fatal, leaving the pilot and aircraft as a slow moving,
easy target. Unfortunately, any maneuvering per-
formed by the pilot requires use of available energy.
It seems likely that in an agile aircraft, which may
often have redundant control effectors, that certain
combinations of controls may increase efficient use of
the control power and help maintain a higher level of
overall aircraft energy. A simple example is the use
of spoilers versus ailerons for lateral control. Both
effectors can achieve the same goal but in a very dif-
ferent manner with respect to energy. Depending on
whether the pilot desires to loose energy or gain it
at that instant, one choice of controls may be better
than another.
In light of the above discussion, it seems useful
to include in the control design process metrics that
reflect the energy efficiency of the aircraft-flight con-
trol system in maneuvering. The proposed metrics
(active and passive) for this study are specific excess
power Ps, specific excess power rate Ps, and peak
change in Ps during the maneuver APs. Specific ex-
cess power Ps has been a commonly used metric for
many years; however, it has traditionally been used
with respect to turning capability. For this study,
Ps and its rate may serve as measures of merit to
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assessEM capability in pitch. The term APs, which
reflects the change of excess power during the BKM,
may prove useful as a passive design metric.
Figure 25 shows the Ps and Ps responses to the
same BKM used for pitching motion metrics. The
initial increase in Ps is caused by application of full
throttle from the initial level flight trim condition
at Mach 0.6. After full throttle is applied, the
pitch-up maneuver is performed and the "cost" of
maneuvering, or loss of Ps, is indicated by a large
negative value for Ps. Figure 26 shows the APs
metric evaluated at several initial Mach numbers
and h = 15000 ft for both pitch-up and pitch-
down maneuvers. This metric is computed as the
difference between the peak Ps and the initial value
of Ps. An increase in cost for the maneuver as speed
is increased is shown. This cost increase reflects
both the availability and the use of greater control
power and maneuvering ability. Interpreting how
this curve compares with curves for different control
design strategies (or with curves for different aircraft)
at the same level of maneuvering may proye useful for
improving agility. Figure 27 shows the Ps metric as
the maximum value that occurs during the pitch-up
or pitch-down maneuver with respect to the initial
Mach number. For the Ps metric a large negative
number indicates a large rate of loss of specific excess
power. This rate may reflect the relative efficiencies
of an agile maneuver between two aircraft or of two
control systems for one aircraft. The negative value
of Ps near Mach 1.0 reflects performance losses in the
transonic regime. At slower speeds, the loss of power
rate is much reduced, but so is pitch performance.
For the Mach numbers above 0.6 there is a steady
decline in the body-axis peak pitch rate and a leveling
off for the wind-axis pitch rate (see fig. 20), but the
power rate indicates a reduced pitch rate at Mach 0.8.
From a power availability point of view, Mach 0.8 is
attractive for a rapid pitch-up maneuver.
Turning motion. Turning motion metrics char-
acterize rotation of the aircraft nose and flight path
in a horizontal turn. Candidate metrics for this mo-
tion are turn rate of the flight path _w, turn rate
of the nose ¢, and corresponding Ps for EM eval-
uations. Turning motion involves both longitudinal
and lateral dynamics; however, for a fighter perform-
ing rapid instantaneous or sustained turns, signifi-
cant demand is placed on pitching motion capability.
For this reason, turning is treated as a subset of pitch
agility.
The first metric considered is sustainable turn
rate and it is presented in passive form as peak
values of sustainable turn rate over a range of Mach
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numbers. This does not characterize transient agility
but it does characterize basic maneuverability in
turning. The BKM for these data was performed
by finding the greatest bank angle that could be
sustained in a level turn at a specified Mach number
and altitude.
Figure 28 presents sustained turn rates versus
Mach number for four different altitudes. For the
sustainable turn, Ps is zero and wind-axis and body-
axis turn rates are equal. The distinctive dip at the
top of the curves between Mach 0.6 and Mach 0.8
apparently corresponds to breaks in the trailing-
edge flap schedule as a function of Mach number.
At 5000 ft a limit of 7.5g is reached approximately
between Mach 0.75 and 0.95. Reduced power is
required to trim at 7.5g. With a g override capability,
a slightly greater sustained turn rate is possible with
full power. This result is shown as a dashed line for
the 7.5g limit and a solid line with g override engaged.
The dip and g override effects are a result of design
choices. In both cases a reduction in turn rate results
from the design choice. This may or may not be a
desirable trade-off for a specific agile fighter. In any
case it should be beneficial to include these metrics
in the design optimization process to ensure good
design trade-offs.
Instantaneous turn rates for Cw and ¢ offer a
metric for characterizing transient turning agility.
The body-axis metric should help optimization of
rapid nose movement as used to achieve a "first shot,"
and the wind-axis metric should help the design
process for rapid flight path change as might be used
when a "break" turn or a rapid evasive maneuver is
needed. These metrics would be used in conjunction
with other pitching motion metrics to achieve the
best overall design trade-off.
The BKM for instantaneous turn rates was pro-
duced with a level turn requiring maximum turn rate.
Starting at maximum speed and diving to the tar-
get altitude if necessary to gain speed, a maximum
loaded turn was initiated. Altitude was held while
speed bled off. Figure 29 shows measurements of the
wind-axis instantaneous turn rate plotted against the
corresponding Mach number at which the turn rate
occurred. Figure 30 shows a similar plot for body-
axis instantaneous turn rate. Three runs are shown
in each figure to indicate the spread on these data.
The peak in both figures, at roughly Mach 0.6, is the
corner velocity of the aircraft at h = 15 000 ft. This
is the point where the aircraft is flying at maximum
CL and maximum normal flight load. From corner
velocity to maximum velocity the aircraft turning is
limited by structural load capability; thus, little can
be done through the control system unless energy
maneuverability considerations are included in the
optimizationof thecontrolsystem.Belowthecorner
velocity,turningisa functionof howangleof attack
iscontrolled;therefore,moreopportunitiesfordesign
trade-offsarepossible.TheEMmetricsorothergen-
eralCDM'smaybeusefulin this areatoo.
Figure31 presentsa comparisonof wind- and
body-axisinstantaneousturnrates.Thisfigurehigh-
lightsthedifferencein turn rates,whichreflectsthe
rate of changeof angleof attack. FromMach0.8
downto the cornervelocity,& is becominglarger.
Belowthe cornervelocity,& is gettingsmallerbut
c_ is still becoming larger, and consequently lift (and
therefore turn rate) is rapidly falling off. Close to
Mach 0.2 a rapid loss of turning ability occurs, angle
of attack has become very large, and the flight path
has become virtually ballistic. At this point, level
turning is no longer possible. These candidate met-
rics may prove useful for optimizing the relationship
between wind- and body-axis turn rates.
One conventional method of considering energy
maneuverability is through plots of Ps versus turn
rate. This presentation of Ps is not new and has been
commonly used. Skow et al. (ref. 9) have suggested
extensions to this conventional plot by extending into
the high-angle-of-attack range and including a Ps
value at 0g as a separate point beside the graph.
A further extension for metric presentation is to
show the relationships of Ps, pitch-axis rotations, and
turning rotations for both the wind and the body
axis. The difference between angular rates of the
nose and the flight path gives some idea of how much
additional angular rate is possible against the cost of
Ps losses. Besides comparisons of wind- and body-
axis angular rates, comparisons of pitch motion and
turning motion are also easily made.
An example comparing wind-axis angular rates
at h = 15 000 ft and Mach 0.4 is shown in figure 32,
in which P8 is plotted against flight-path angular
rate _/ and wind-axis turn rate _bw. A few points
on these curves highlight agility information. The
"_ curve has a peak that occurs in 0g flight, an
indication of the maximum Ps possible in unloaded
flight (occurring at an angular rate of-4 deg/sec).
The 0g angular rate point is the lg maximum P8
value for straight and level flight. The Ps -- 0 line
gives.the maximum sustainable angular rate points.
The Cw curve gives the maximum instantaneous turn
rate at the largest angular rate point. Finally, the
high-angle-of-attack condition is at the end of the
graphs on the positive angular rate side. These data
were primarily produced with the FLXTRM program
by specifying the flight condition and angular rate.
Some DMS data are shown in figure 32 to correlate
the FLXTRM approach with piloted simulation.
Pointing motion. Pointing motion metrics fo-
cus on the ability of the aircraft to displace the nose
or flight path. Displacing the nose relative to the
flight path is also of interest; however, only displace-
ments in the aircraft vertical plane are considered in
this study. Displacing the nose relative to the flight
path in yaw (sideslip) is not considered since the
test aircraft characteristics are not suited for large
sideslips. Other important metrics assessing flying
qualities for pitch angle captures are not considered
in this study.
The primary BKM's for pointing were started
from lg trim conditions. A maximum stick back or
forward step command was used while the throttle
was simultaneously pushed to maximum, minimum,
or minimum with speed brake. Although test con-
ditions can change significantly from initial condi-
tions as the time of the maneuver increases, the ex-
periment is repeatable and demonstrates important
system characteristics. The step command is easily
produced in both batch and real-time experiments.
These data in this section were provided by a pilot
performing a full stick deflection within 0.5 sec. This
minimum time for deflecting the stick was considered
acceptable for pointing measurements.
The first metrics considered for pointing motion
are O(t), slope m, peak value _tpk, and the three
transfer function approximation metrics, K, Td, and
v, introduced previously. Figure 33 presents these
metric values and a time history of 0 produced at
Mach 0.6 and h -- 15 000 ft. The value 8 provides a
readily measured state that can be optimized in the
design process. The three transfer function approxi-
mation metrics provide characteristic information for
the transient response. The other metrics help to
characterize the total response in terms of functional
agility.
The time to peak metric provides a useful passive
design metric as well as a useful means to present/9
characteristics. Closely related to the time to peak
metric is a measure of the time to achieve a specified
displacement. This passive metric, written as St, pro-
vides more detailed information about the/9 response
than a time to peak metric by quantifying the time to
achieve certain changes in/9. Figure 34 shows _t for
pitch angles from 30 ° to 90 ° with the BKM initiated
at Mach 0.6. Both up and down displacements are in-
dicated. Up displacements were performed only with
maximum throttle since less throttle substantially re-
duced performance. Down displacements were per-
formed with maximum throttle (with afterburner),
with minimum throttle or idle, and with idle throttle
with speed brake. The best pitch rates are possible
at Mach 0.6; as a result, the best pointing in terms
of 8t generally occurs at this flight condition too.
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Comparisons of _t at other Mach numbers are given
in the appendix. At Mach 0.6, there is virtually no
difference in nose down performance for the different
throttle and speed brake settings. Figure 35 shows a
summary of pointing performance for the Mach range
considered and with the BKM performed at maxi-
mum throttle only. Negative values of 6t indicate the
nose-down BKM. Nose-up performance is clearly best
near the corner velocity and is dramatically reduced
below that speed. Nose-down performance improves
with speed reduction down to Mach 0.4, where best
performance occurs.
Best pitch-up performance, in terms of minimum
time to achieve a 0 displacement, is not necessarily
obtained with the "stick snatch" maneuver described
above. Through experience a pilot can learn to pull
the stick back so that better performance is obtained,
but this type of control interface is not ideal. A
better situation may be to have a control system that
gives agile performance in proportion to the pilot's
demand, that is, in proportion to stick deflection. In
light of this, pointing performance is considered in
relation to stick deflection.
To assess pointing performance in relation to
stick deflections, results were obtained with the same
BKM as before except the stick was only deflected
to calibrated marks on a template beside the stick.
Figure 36 presents _t for time to achieve 0 = 90 ° with
various stick deflections. A desirable relationship
is that more stick deflection leads to smaller 6t.
Figure 36 shows decreasing _t for increasing stick
deflection for all Mach numbers of 0.6 and above.
At Mach 0.2, the BKM is only possible at maximum
stick deflection. At Mach 0.4, there is a minimum _t
at less than maximum stick deflection. This indicates
the pilot must search for the optimal stick deflection
at low speeds. An agile aircraft probably should have
a control system that eliminates this requirement.
Metrics that involve long-term response reflect
nonlinear effects in the response due to changing
flight conditions and, in particular, changing angles
of attack. Another candidate metric for compar-
ing relatively short-term response is the 1-sec met-
ric. This metric gives the value of an initial response
1 sec after the commanded input. Since it is lim-
ited to a 1-sec time frame, it gives an indication of
initial response rate close to the initial flight condi-
tion. This measure is a passive metric that provides
information similar to the time to achieve metrics,
except values are only obtained for initial responses.
Although this metric does not capture system char-
acteristics as well as measures such as eigenvalues, it
is readily measured and applicable to linear or non-
linear systems.
Figure 37 gives a summary representation of the
system nose pointing capability. This figure shows
trim 0, maximum 0 displacement, maximum change
in 0 (indicated by A0), and A0 in 1 sec for both
up and down displacements from trim. The maxi-
mum 0 displacement is limited to 90 ° in this figure
so that a value of 90 ° indicates that the aircraft is
capable of a complete loop. The value A0 is the dif-
ference between the maximum displacement in pitch
and the trim pitch angle; it represents the pointing
capacity of the aircraft over a range of Mach numbers
for the specified BKM. Besides capacity for angular
displacement, the rate of angular displacement is of
interest; one candidate for this measurement is A0
in 1 sec. The value of this metric represents an av-
erage rate for the first i sec of motion. Considering
rate measurements over longer periods, as done with
the peak pitch rates, gives the rate capacity, but it
includes nonlinear effects to a greater extent since it
includes the effect of a change in flight condition from
the initial test point.
Flight path control in addition to nose pointing
control is important for agile performance. Stick
forward or aft will command the nose up or down,
but at certain times it may be desirable that this
also commands the flight path up or down. How this
response is obtained should be the subject of future
studies. How this response occurs in the current
aircraft is presented in this study.
For the representative aircraft model in this study
pointing occurs in varying degrees of two extreme
cases: (1) pitch displacements of the nose with almost
equal flight path displacements (high-speed case) and
(2) pitch displacements of the nose with virtually no
movement or opposite movement of the flight path
(low-speed case). For this aircraft, it is possible for
the flight path to fall when the nose is commanded
up at certain low-speed conditions. These limiting
characteristics highlight how improved controllabil-
ity over an expanded angle-of-attack range would en-
hance pointing capability at higher speeds and flight
path response at lower speeds.
Figure 38 shows 7(t), associated transfer function
metrics, and corresponding functional agility metrics
as a result of the pointing BKM at Mach 0.6 and
h = 15000 ft. At these flight conditions, the "_(t)
response does not follow the S-shaped response that
the metrics are based on; consequently, only v d and
m can be determined for this case. Figure 39 presents
values of the 6t metric for Mach 0.6 and h = 15000 ft.
At these flight conditions, A 7 up through 90 ° is
possible and A_/for the nose-down case has the same
performance regardless of throttle and speed brake
combinations. Values of this metric at other Mach
numbers are summarized in the appendix.
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Figure 40 showsa summaryof pointing per-
formancein 7 for the Machrangeconsideredand
with theBKM performedat maximumthrottleonly.
Somewhatsimilartrendsareshownfor flight path
pointing(fig.40)asareshownfor0 pointing (fig. 35).
The 7 up response is improved with reductions in
speed down to Mach 0.8 and down to the corner ve-
locity for small displacement angles. Corner veloc-
ity provides best performance for the initial 30 ° of
A_, up. Performance for flight path down follows the
same trend as the nose-down performance, except be-
low Mach 0.4 much worse performance results for 7.
It should be noted that the Mach numbers indicated
are only initial Mach numbers. For large displace-
ment angles, Mach number is not held at the initial
value during the BKM.
Figure 41 gives the trim 7, maximum A V up,
and A 7 in 1 sec for both up and down at various
Mach numbers. Since initial conditions were set for
level flight, trim "y is zero and maximum 7 equals
maximum A 7. Maximum 7 values are limited to
90 ° in this figure, so a value of 90 ° indicates the
aircraft is capable of a complete loop. Long-term
maximum down displacements are trivial since the
nose can always be commanded to -90 ° .
The ability to displace the nose relative to the
velocity vector on command and under control may
prove to be a desirable characteristic of agility. Fo-
cusing only in the aircraft vertical plane, a(t) is
the primary metric of interest for assessing nose and
flight path relative displacements; a(t) displacements
and rates are assumed to provide the necessary met-
ric information. The three transfer function approx-
imation metrics are used to describe transient agility
characteristics of the a(t) displacement and rate re-
sponses. The peak displacement or rate, time to
peak displacement or rate 5tpk , corresponding slopes
m, and time to achieve a specified displacement 6t
should provide adequate functional agility informa-
tion. A time history of d(t) and the control inputs
for the pointing BKM are shown in figure 42. The
corresponding TF and FA metrics are shown as well.
The metric values for a(t) are shown in figure 43 for
the same test run.
To give some indication of the response of a(t)
and &(t) as a function of Mach number, the peak
and time to peak metrics were evaluated at several
Mach numbers. Figures 44 and 45 show both peak
rate and time to peak rate for nose-up and nose-
down commands over a range of Mach numbers.
Figures 46 and 47 show both maximum change in a
and time to maximum change for nose-up and nose-
down commands over a range of Mach numbers. As
shown, the maximum achievable nose-up Aa for this
aircraft, using the specified BKM, is 55 ° and it is only
possible above Mach 0.4. The times to achieve the
maximum are fairly long, consequently, a substantial
change between initial and final flight conditions has
occurred. However, this is a repeatable maneuver
and so is useful in characterizing the system response.
Figure 48 provides time to achieve Aa of 5°,
10 °, 15 °, 30 °, and 45 ° for a range of initial Mach
numbers. As would be expected, much greater values
of 5t occur for the highest Mach numbers. For high-
speed initial conditions a period of time is required to
bleed off speed before large values of a are achievable
without over loading. For lower speeds, a short
time to reach a for maximum lift may be desirable,
but some limiting mechanism should prevent going
beyond maximum lift (unless commanded by the
pilot).
Besides controlling pointing, this measurement
may be useful for defining how angle of attack should
be controlled for optimal flight path bending. Ob-
taining the best turning rate requires maximum lift,
which occurs at 36 ° for this aircraft. However, best
turning may be defined with energy maneuverabil-
ity constraints so that optimum turning is a com-
promise between energy loss and maximum instanta-
neous turn rate. The rate at which angle of attack
is brought to the optimum value has potential as a
metric.
A summary of angle-of-attack pointing perfor-
mance over the normal range of Mach numbers is
shown in figure 49. This figure gives trim (_, a dis-
placement in 1 sec, maximum change in a (indicated
as Aa), and maximum c_.
Torsional Agility
With the broad definition of agility used for this
study, torsional, or roll, agility is the capability
to rapidly and precisely rotate the aircraft about
the velocity vector. The control demgn metrics for
torsion focus on wind-axis roll rate and acceleration
for transient agility and wind-axis roll displacement
metrics for functional agility. Wind-axis rolls are
the only rotations of interest since the metrics apply
to the entire range of a. Body-axis rolls are only
desirable at very small a as they produce undesirable,
uncoordinated rolls at high a. Metrics for this section
are determined over a range of Mach numbers and
flight loads.
Straight flight, lg rolls. The first group of
torsional agility metrics characterize roll capability
in straight and level flight. The benchmark maneu-
ver for this group required a step lateral stick in-
put immediately after applying maximum throttle
from trim level flight. During the roll an attempt
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wasmadeto maintainconstantloadfactorandthe
controlsystemmaintainedcoordination.
The first torsionalmetric for straightandlevel
flight is wind-axisroll accelerationPw. The value of
this metric and corresponding TF and FA metric val-
ues in response to a step command are shown in fig-
ure 50. The next metric considered is wind-axis roll
rate pw. The response for this metric and the result-
ing TF and FA metric values are shown in figure 51.
The roll acceleration and rate in these figures charac-
terize the aircraft roll agility at Mach 0.8 in lg flight.
These values show the full-order, coupled response of
the system with nonlinearities present. Within the
limits of a first-order approximation, the TF and FA
metric values effectively characterize agility and pro-
vide an easily computed measure.
Peak values of Pw over a range of Mach numbers
are shown in figure 52 along with times to peak
versus the initial Mach number. These metric values
indicate a significant loss of control power below
Mach 0.4 and a smaller loss at transonic speeds. For
all Mach numbers the maximum power is achieved in
about 0.5 sec; this is about the time it takes a pilot
to move the stick.
Figure 53 presents peak values of Pw with the cor-
responding _tpk metric. Wind-axis roll rate, unsur-
prisingly, follows a trend similar to wind-axis control
power; both fall off quickly below Mach 0.4. The cor-
responding _tpk metric for Pw is relatively flat except
below Mach 0.4, where it increases rapidly. Since
metric values are plotted against initial flight condi-
tions, it is important to note magnitude of the _tpk
metric. For large _tpk the maneuver has progressed
far from the initial flight conditions. For the rolling
maneuver at low speeds (high angle of attack) the
rotation speed is so slow that the flight path is ap-
proaching vertical when the maneuver is completed.
This does not invalidate the experiment, since it is
still a repeatable test and represents the actual sys-
tem response. It does indicate, however, that the
initial Mach number is only an initial condition and
is not the Mach number at which the peak value of
the metric occurs.
Another useful metric, commonly used to char-
acterize roll capability, is the time to roll through
a certain angle of bank. In this study, the CDM is
specifically defined as time to roll through a wind-
axis bank angle starting at an initial Mach number.
Labelled as 6t, the metric is presented over a set of
wind-axis bank angles and trim Mach numbers. Fig-
ure 54 shows the _t metric for a set of initial trim
conditions at lg. Mach number ranges from 1.2 to
0.2; at Mach 0.2 the trim a is approximately 35 °.
Below Mach 0.4 the initial trim conditions are given
in terms of a. At and above a = 15 ° the 5t values are
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very large for a tactical fighter. The best times oc-
cur for Mach 0.6 and 0.8 at each angle of rotational
displacement.
In addition, figure 54 shows that using a rudder
input command alone improves the roll time mod-
estly. A slightly better (i.e., more rapid) time is ob-
tained by using the rudder pedal only at a = 35 °.
This reflects the requirement for larger body-axis yaw
rates as a increases. It should be noted that the 5t
is so large that only a small part of the roll occurs in
relatively level flight.
Turning flight, loaded rolls holding Nz. The
second group of torsional agility metrics are based on
loaded rolls. The BKM for these metrics was initi-
ated from a level turn to establish the desired Mach
number and flight load. A step lateral stick was ap-
plied, without rudder pedal, after maximum throttle
was commanded. In some cases a descent from above
target altitude was necessary to achieve the desired
Mach number and flight load combination. This was
necessary to get maximum flight loads at the higher
Mach numbers since these are instantaneous condi-
tions only. Normal loads up to 7.5g were considered,
which is the maximum allowed by the control system
g limiter.
Table III summarizes the TF and FA metrics for
pw and Pw responses over a specified set of flight
loads, all obtained at a Mach number of 0.8. This _'-
Mach number is generally where peak loaded roll ---
performance occurs. Roll rates are limited by the
control system depending on flight load, angle of
attack, and the presence of wing stores. Above 5g the
roll rate is limited to 150 deg/sec to reduce vertical ]
tail loads and inertial coupling moments. Table III
indicates a reduction in peak loaded roll capability
with increasing flight load, a reflection of the roll
limitations.
Loaded roll capability at a 2g normal load over
a range of Mach numbers is presented in figure 55.
The figure shows Pw, Pw, and 5t metrics. A reduction
in roll control power and roll performance in the
transonic regime is shown as well as a substantial
reduction below Mach 0.4. At Mach 0.4 the average
roll rate through 360 ° is only 55 deg/sec. A similar
situation is demonstrated for higher normal loads, as
shown in the appendix.
The next candidate metric for loaded rolls is PN.
It is defined as
PN = pwNz,w
where pw is the wind-axis roll rate and Nz,w is the
wind-axis normal acceleration in g units. This met-
ric reflects the objective of a loaded roll, which is
to rotatetheaircraftaboutthe velocityvector(Pw)
whileturningor rotatingtheflightpath (Nz,w).It is
tacticallydesirableto beableto do thesetworota-
tionssimultaneously,with thepilot commandingany
levelof eachrotationin combination.Mostaircraft
havethecapabilityto bendtheflightpath(command
Nz) up to human and structural limits, but the level
of wind-axis roll rates possible deteriorates greatly as
load factor increases. This metric should be useful for
optimizing loaded roll capability in a fighter since it is
a continuous function of the state variables and char-
acterizes the objective. If desired, each term in the
definition of PN could be normalized and weighted
to reflect a specified relationship between rolling and
flight path bending.
Figure 56 shows a sample of PN plotted as a func-
tion of time for a maximum loaded roll (Nz = 7.5g)
at Mach 0.8 and h = 15000 ft. Included with the
figure are TF and FA metrics. Figure 57(a) shows
maximum PN over a range of Mach numbers. The
PN metric clearly reflects the loss of roll capabil-
ity below Mach 0.75 and in the transonic regime,
confirming the results indicated by the other met-
rics. Figure 57(b) shows maximum PN over a range
of Mach numbers and load factors. A fairly large
change in the family of PN curves occurs for load
factors less than 4g.
A design point that might be considered for ag-
ile fighters is the relationship of corner velocity .to
PN and ibw. Wind-axis instantaneous turn rate Cw
quantifies the ability of the aircraft to bend the flight
path in a horizontal, Earth reference frame. Plot-
ting it as a function of Mach number clearly shows
a peak at the speed for best instantaneous turning,
or corner velocity. Figures 58 and 59 show Cw plot-
ted with peak values of PN and ibw as a function of
Mach number for the maximum flight load. These
two plots show a loss of loaded roll capability and
a loss of roll control power above the corner veloc-
ity. This may not be optimal for agile fighter design.
Ideally an agile fighter would retain loaded roll ca-
pability in the corner velocity region. The design
trade-off between departure resistance and torsional
agility might be made differently for this system us-
ing agility metrics.
Turning flight, loaded rolls holding a. In
this study, the BKM for torsional agility defined a
maneuver in which the pilot attempted to hold flight
load constant. The rationale for holding flight load
during the BKM and for using maximum throttle is
to more accurately reflect the conditions under which
fighter agility is likely to be used. Using full throttle
and holding flight load attempts to maintain flight
path bending during the roll. This is a desirable ca-
pability to a fighter pilot and therefore a test condi-
tion of interest to a designer concerned with agility.
However, while flight load is held in a loaded roll,
speed can bleed off and cause a demand for greater
angle of attack to maintain the flight load. Angle of
attack is a primary measure on which aerodynamic
models for design are formulated. A Taylor series
expansion about trim c_ is the conventional formu-
lation. At high a, the aerodynamic model for an
aircraft is generally a strong nonlinear function of a.
Consequently, holding a during a loaded roll would
fix those aerodynamic terms that are dependent on
a and reduce nonlinearities from one source; this is
also a desirable situation for the designer. The re-
sult of this apparently conflicting requirement by the
designer is that for initial linear design and analysis
a constant a test maneuver is preferred, but for fi-
nal evaluation a realistic, fully nonlinear maneuver is
necessary.
To partially assess the degree to which the hold-a
or hold-flight-load BKM's affect the metrics, loaded
rolls were repeated with the task requirement to hold
constant during the maneuver. The initial con-
ditions were the same as the hold-flight-load BKM
performed with a 4g load factor. The only feedback
to the pilot was a digital display of a and Nz on the
head-up display. Generally, the pilot was able to hold
c_ within 1° of the desired value during the maneu-
ver. Figures 60(a), 60(b), and 60(c) show ibw, Pw,
and 5t metrics for the hold-a BKM performed at an
initial 4g load over a feasible range of Mach numbers.
For this load factor and Mach numbers from 1.20 to
0.55, the corresponding angle of attack varies from
3° to 14°, respectively. Below Mach 0.55, rolls are
not really feasible at 4g.
Figures 61 and 62 present wind-axis roll accelera-
tions and rates as a function of Mach number for both
the hold-flight-load and the hold-a BKM. Within
experimental accuracy attainable, without computer-
controlled inputs, the difference in roll rates be-
tween hold-a and hold-flight-load BKM's is negligi-
ble. Therefore, for a 4g load factor and a up to about
15 °, the two BKM's produce no significant difference
in measured agility. At higher a the expectation is
that the hold-a BKM will produce higher roll rates
than the hold-flight-load BKM, since it requires un-
loading the aircraft as speed is lost during the roll.
On the other hand, maintaining flight load during
a roll at lower airspeeds will require more a, thus
reducing roll rate capability.
Concluding Remarks
This study represents a first step toward develop-
ing a control design metric methodology. Two tasks
have been accomplished in this study. The first task
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wasto provideanoverviewof controldesignmet-
rics(CDM's)andhighlightedtherequirementthat
metricsneedto be developedwith the end user's
perspectivein mind. In this case,the enduseris
the controldesignerinterestedin improvingfighter
agility.Thesecondtaskwasto illustrateacandidate
setofCDM's for fighter agility. This set of metrics is
not all encompassing for agility, but it does cover
a broad range of aircraft capabilities and the pri-
marily time-domain nature of the metrics allows for
the straightforward evaluation of agility. The main
value of this second task is that it provides a baseline
against which CDM's and control system modifica-
tions can be compared. Against these comparisons,
metrics can be tuned and developed to suit the re-
quirements of the control designer.
Flying qualities issues or pilot-in-the-loop require-
ments were not addressed in this study, although
these issues need to be addressed to develop acom-
plete set of CDM's. Pilot-in-the-loop constraints rep-
resent real limits on the level of agility allowed and
represent requirements that must be incorporated in
the design. In this study, agility was studied inde-
pendently of flying qualities issues to separate pilot-
in-the-loop effects from aircraft and flight control
system effects. Separating these effects provides de-
signers with a "building block" capability for which
trade-offs between agility and flying qualities can be
more easily made. The CDM's characterize agility
levels and may be useful to a designer in assessing
changes in agility with respect to different flying qual-
ities levels. This approach should allow the CDM's
to have a complementary role with flying qualities
metrics and guidelines as found in MIL-STD-1797A.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
January 17, 1991
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Appendix
Metric Values for Additional Test Points
Thisappendixprovidesmetricvaluesforthesim-
ulatedaircraft at additionaltest points. The test
pointscoverflight conditionsthat extendtheexam-
pleflight conditionsdiscussedin themaintext. The
metricsandthecorrespondingBKM's aredescribed
in theappropriatesectionsof thispaper.
Accels
A candidate metric related to _tpk is time _t to
achieve a certain velocity or change in velocity. This
metric does not characterize transient agility, but
it does show important maneuvering capability or
functional axial agility. Figures A1 and A2 show the
time to achieve a velocity starting from trim Mach
number and starting from corner velocity, both for
various flight loads. It is notable that virtually the
same Mach number is achieved in the same time for
either a lg straight and level condition or a 2g turning
load starting from the same initial Mach number.
Decels
The next series of figures shows the maximum
deceleration V achievable by the aircraft. The BKM
performed for these data is identical to the accel ma-
neuver except the throttle is reduced to a minimum
from an initial trim condition. One variation, used in
this test, includes maximum speed brake command
simultaneous with cutting the throttle.
Figure A3 shows a family of maximum decel
envelopes for various flight loads. The lg graph is
clearly for straight and level flight and the other
graphs are for the indicated normal loads produced
by level turns. The corresponding times to peak
deceleration _tpk are given in figure A4. It is notable
that the times are fairly independent of the flight
load, an indication that these times really only reflect
engine activity. Figures A5 and A6 provide data
on decels with the speed brake. Since the speed
brake cannot be commanded out above 5g or above
= 28 °, the curves shown do not include values for
5g or above. Figure A7 emphasizes the point that
the time to peak decel from trim is independent of
flight load or application of the speed brake to within
experimental accuracy. Of course application of the
speed brake or high flight loads increases the level of
maximum deceleration. To complete the data set for
decels, figures A8 to All provide the corresponding
Ps data.
Accel-decel data, with and without the speed
brake, over a range of normal loads are presented in
figure A12 in the form of the power onset rate (POR).
The accel POR and decel POR for the lg load
are fit with a dashed line to highlight the nominal
POR values. The POR is primarily a reflection of
engine spool-up capability and, consequently, is fairly
independent of the normal load. The decel POR is
distinctly more negative with the use of the speed
brake.
Pointing
Figure A13 shows 5t metric values for pitch an-
gles ranging from 30 ° to 90 ° with the BKM initiated
at Mach 0.2. Both up and down displacements are
indicated. Up displacements are performed only with
maximum throttle since less throttle substantially
reduces performance. Down displacements are per-
formed with maximum throttle (with afterburner),
with idle or minimum throttle, and at idle with speed
brake. As shown in the figure, nose-up pointing from
trim is limited at this Mach to about 35 °. Nose-down
performance, when minimum throttle is used, is vir-
tually the same for the case with or without speed
brake. Maximum throttle reduces nose-down perfor-
mance for this flight condition.
Figure A14 gives the 5t metric values for the
Mach 0.4 case. In this case nose-up performance is
improved, with a maximum change of 80 ° achieved
from trim. Nose-down performance is still reduced
when maximum throttle is used, but by a much
smaller amount compared with that of the Mach 0.2
case. Figure 34 shows this trend continuing at
Mach 0.6. That is, nose-up performance is substan-
tially improved and nose-down performance is actu-
ally slightly improved with maximum throttle except
for 90 ° displacements. The small differences in nose-
down times are probably close to the measurement
errors of the experiment. Therefore, at Mach 0.6
there is virtually no difference in nose-down per-
formance for the different throttle and speed brake
settings. Displacements greater than 90 ° are not
considered.
Figures A15, A16, and A17, representing Mach 0.8,
1.0, and 1.2, show a reverse in the above trends de-
scribed for Mach 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. This is not surpris-
ing since Mach 0.6 is very close to the corner velocity
at h -- 15 000 ft and is the speed at which best perfor-
mance should occur. The trends indicated for speeds
greater than the corner velocity are a small reduc-
tion in nose-up performance and reduced nose-down
performance with maximum throttle. A small differ-
ence between nose-down performance with minimum
throttle and with minimum throttle with speed brake
occurs for the Mach 1.0 case.
Figure A18, which shows 5t metric values for the
flight path angle, indicates that at Mach 0.2 only a
few degrees increase in flight path occurs during the
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BKM. For the flight path commandedown,8t is
recorded for a range of 30 ° to 90 °. These results
are similar to nose-down results in that maximum
throttle causes the poorest performance and mini-
mum throttle, with or without speed brake, causes
the best performance. Figure A19 indicates that
at Mach 0.4, performance for flight path down is
the same for any throttle and speed brake combi-
nation. Performance for flight path up improves to
the point that 30 ° of increased -_ was possible. At
Maeh 0.8, shown in figure A20, nose-up performance
has reached 90 ° and nose-down performance is re-
duced for maximum throttle. Figures A21 and A22
show small increases in time for Mach 1.0 and 1.2
compared with time for Mach 0.8.
Torsion
Loaded roll capability over a range of Mach num-
bers and flight loads is presented in figures A23
to A25 for 4g to 7.5g normal loads. Each figure
shows ibw, Pw, and 5t metrics for various Mach num-
bers. Figure A23, for a normal load of 4g, indicates
reduced roll control power and roll performance in
the transonic regime, and these values fall off more
substantially by Maeh 0.5. At 6g (fig. A24), the loss
of roll control power is still present in the transonic
regime and now falls off below Mach 0.7. Figure A25
shows the trend of reduced roll capability continuing
at maximum load of 7.5g. At this load the roll per-
formance is slightly reduced from that at 6g and the
decrease in performance occurs at a slightly higher
Mach number.
Maximum loaded rolls (7.5g) represent the air-
craft limits in terms of maximum bending of the flight
path while rolling. For this system, when maximum
roll rate is commanded the flight load is reduced to
6g; immediately upon removal of the roll command
the flight load returns to the maximum of 7.5g. Fig-
ure A25 shows ibw over the range of Math numbers
that rolls are successfully performed. Below approxi-
mately Mach 0.75, rolling under maximum flight load
is virtually impossible. The corresponding 5t met-
ric indicates consistent response times up until it is
impossible to roll. This striking loss of roll control
power is caused by a control system limit on control
deflection as well as some loss of aerodynamic effec-
tiveness at this flight condition. Above a = 20 ° the
ailerons are substantially limited.
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Figure AIO. Specific excess power for decels with speed brake.
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Figure A11. Time to peak Ps for decels with speed brake.
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Figure A24. Wind-axis roll capability for flight load of 6g and h = 15 000 ft.
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Table I. Classic Point Performance Measures
[Data are for h = 15 000 ft and 60 percent fuel unless otherwise indicated]
r
Weight, lb . . ......................... 32 366
Area, S, ft 2 ........................... 400
Wing loading, W/S, lb/ft 2 ..................... 81
Thrust (in afterburner at sea level), Ibf .............. 32 000
Thrust-to-weight ratio, T/W (sea level) ............... 0.99
Thrust-to-weight ratio, T/W ................... 0.52
Corner velocity, Vc (instantaneous) .............. Mach 0.62
Corner velocity, Vc (sustained) ................ Mach 0.80
Minimum horizontal turn radius at Mach 0.80, ft ........... 3824
Minimum horizontal turn radius at Mach 0.25, ft ........... 2135
Maximum horizontal turn rate at Mach 0.80, deg/sec ......... 12.7
Maximum horizontal turn rate at Mach 0.62, deg/sec ......... 31.2
Mach number, maximum ..................... 1.60
Mach number, minimum (for level flight) .............. 0.20
Load factor (sustainable), g units .................. 5.9
Load factor (control system limit), g units .............. 7.5
Rate of climb (M = 0.94), ft/sec .................. 590
Terminal Mach number (dive) ................... 1.84
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TableII. TransferFunctionandFunctionalAgility for PitchMetrics
[M = 0.6]
Metric
q
qw
K,
deg/sec
47
16
113
32
T,
sec
0.40
.45
.30
.24
Td,
sec
0.23
.42
.08
.28
Peak,
deg/sec
47
16
113
32
5tpk,
see
0.76
1.37
.38
.52
m,
deg/sec 2
118
36
377
133
Table III.Torsional Transfer Function and Functional Agility Metrics
[M -- 0.8]
(a) Wind-axis roll rate
Nz, K, T, r d, Peak, _tpk, m,
g units deg/sec sec sec deg/sec 2 sec deg/sec 2
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.5
219
218
215
184
147
140
147
0.42
.40
.41
.42
.32
.39
.63
0.10
.t4
.14
.14
.16
.12
.15
219
218
215
184
147
140
147
0.73
.82
.87
.80
.94
1.22
1.40
521
545
524
438
459
359
233
(b) Wind-axis roll acceleration
Nz, K, T, "rd, Peak, 6tpk , m,
g units deg/sec sec sec deg/sec 2 sec deg/se c3
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.5
520
510
495
470
430
375
188
0.13
.16
.14
.12
.12
.12
.07
0.03
.03
.05
.07
.07
.06
.08
520
510
495
470
430
375
188
0.28
.28
.29
.29
.29
.26
.19
4000
3188
3536
3917
3583
3125
2686
35
CDM
Control power Flying qualities Agility Conventional
Axial agility Pitch agility
Flight path bending
Vertical pitch Horizontal pitch
Roll agility
Nose pointing
Pilot models
Figure 1. Metric categories.
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Figure 2. Design pyramid.
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Figure 5. Langley Differential Maneuvering Simulator.
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Figure 6. DMS and FLXTRM peak accelerations, h = 15 000 ft.
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Figure 8. Specific excess power Ps from accels from DMS and FLXTRM.
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Figure 9. Time to peak Ps for accels.
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Figure 10. Accels and decels from FLXTRM data.
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Figure 11. Time to peak accel and time from peak accel to peak decel (DMS data).
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Figure 12. Specific excess power Ps for accel-decel (FLXTRM data).
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Figure 16. Values of _bs and POR for lg accel-decel BKM.
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Figure 18. Peak pitch accel for wind- and body-axis systems.
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Figure 19. Time to peak pitch accelerations.
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Figure 20. Peak pitch rates for wind- and body-axis systems.
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Figure 2]. Time to peak pitch rates.
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Figure 24. Maximum load factor and times to load and unloa_l.
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Figure 26. Peak change in Ps for pitching motion BKM.
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Figure 28. Maximum sustainable turn rates (FLXTRM data).
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Figure 29. Maximum wind-axis instantaneous turn rate (DMS data).
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Figure 30. Maximum body-axis instantaneous turn rate (DMS data).
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Figure 31. Wind- and body-axis instantaneous turn rates.
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Figure 32. Specific excess power as function of wind-axis angular rates.
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Figure 36. Time to pitch 90 ° with various stick deflections.
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Figure 37. Pitch angle pointing envelope for body-axis system.
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Figure 41. Pointing envelope for wind-axis system.
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Figure 42. Response of &(t) to pitch BKM at Mach 0.6 and h = 15 000 ft.
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Figure 43. Response of a(t) to pitch BKM at Mach 0.6 and h = 15 000 ft.
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Figure 44. Peak and time to peak nose-up &.
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Figure 45. Peak and time to peak nose-down &.
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Figure 46. Maximum and time to maximum nose-up Aa.
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Figure 47. Maximum and time to maximum nose-down Ac_.
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Figure 48. Time to achieve A_.
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Figure 49. Angle-of-attack pointing envelope.
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Figure 53. Peak wind-axis roll rate and time to peak for lg roll at h = 15 000 ft.
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(b) Peak roll rate and time to peak
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Figure 55 Wind axis roll capability for flight load of 2g and h = 15 000 ft
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Figure 57. Peak PN at h = 15 000 ft.
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Figure58. Maximum wind-axisturnrateandpeak PN ath=15000ff.
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Figure 59. Maximum wind-axis turn rate and peak Pw at h = 15 000 ft.
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(b) Peak Pw and time to achieve Pw.
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Figure 60 Capability to perform hold-_ loaded roll at 4g and h = 15000 ft.
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Figure 61. Peak _bw for hold-a and hold-flight-load BKM at 4g and h = 15 000 ft.
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Figure 62. Peak Pw for hold-a and hold-flight-load BKM at 4g and h = 15 000 ft.
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